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START HERE!
Prioritisation Exercise

Time
30 min

Tools

Create a
note from
the side
menu

type the
research area
and place it
under a Layer

Are EU research and initiatives on the right trajectory to
reach long-term goals in the mobility sector?
Use the sticky notes to identify up to 2 Research Areas
that should be prioritised across the diﬀerent "layers".
You only have 2 notes, so pick wisely the most important
layers to you.

passenger
behaviour -> how
to nudge people
towards more
sustainable
transport modes

Research that will
allow airports to
take humans into
account, not just
shoppers and carparkers! Reduced
walking!

Needs to adapt
to what city
oﬀer, not too
technological
narrow

Maintaining customer
data privacy may be
challenging. Research
into how to achieve
while maintaining
anonymity for a trip
may be required.

easy
ticketing
and through
ticketing

Meet the Layers
The research layers are mobility objectives
to achieve a sustainable, seamless safe and
secure transport system in Europe by 2050.

Step 2
Think about Research Priorities
Starting from your working experience:
Identify a Need
Propose a possible research Solution

Step 3
Pick your top 2
Create 2 sticky notes and write the top-2
research priorities. Place those post-it under
the corresponding Layer

Digital tools for a more
passenger-friendly journey,
including information on
carbon footprint to make
informed decisions based
on travel preferences

This layer can include also
the others. Here the need
could be to eﬃciently share
the lessons learnt from
more advanced domains
(e.g. HF in aviation) and
transfer those into the
other ones (e.g. railway,
maritime)

This layer can include also
the others. Here the need
could be to eﬃciently share
the lessons learnt from
more advanced domains
(e.g. HF in aviation) and
transfer those into the
other ones (e.g. railway,
maritime)

Single ticket
for all journey
/ all transport
modes

Coordinated
mobility

Step 1

Layer 2

Layer 1

3
Sticky notes
per person

challenges/op
portunities for
sustainable
mobility
behavior

Need: passengers have diﬀerent
needs
Solution: According to diﬀerent
needs, customise the trip options
(e.g. people with reduced mobility)

research on
internalisation of
external costs of
diﬀerent
transport modes /
trips

Empowerment of
passengers in nominal and
contingency situations.
Proposed solution:
->digital tools
->extended community of
beta testers (passengers)

consider the
importance
of the ﬁnal
customer

Check if the target is
still valid? Might be
that with the current
crisis the acceptable
timings will change

Multimodal
pzssengers
rights

one App for
all
transport
modes

consider
the
complete
trip

Through
ticketing

Diversify customer demand in the age of
digitisation, artiﬁcial intelligence, and data literacy
Empower travellers through technological
advances and higher data availability
Proactively react to potential hiccoughs by
identifying requirements on the system

Door-to-door performance of
the system
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Address the target of 90% intraEurope journeys
involving an air leg being potentially achievable in
under 4 hours door-to-door (4HD2D) by 2050
Apply an holistic approach to the mobility system

The economic
resilience of various
networks - links to
policy and
regulation, but also
to innovative
economic models.

needs to be coordination
between transport and
secure societies here, as
DRS covered by DG HOME
and DEVCO - incl. nontransport security and
wider context

R&D into system
ﬂexibility that have
limited
dependencies from
centralized
coordination
architectures

This is too narrow. In fact,
the whole urban form
dictates what mobility
options there are. All of
these categories should
include interaction with the
urban form to allow more
synergistics.

Air domain in
international so
safety and security
has to be at
international level
and with a level
playing ﬁeld

Improving
crossmodal
interactions

How to make sure
that urgent R&I
needs such as the
recent COVID-19
crisis are properly
covered?

Single e-ticket
for all
transport
modes of the
journey

Passenger-centric mobility
systems
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Research into
reducing
passenger times
passing through
airports

Layer 3
There is a need to
strategically link
policy,regulation,
innovation and
research to ensure
resilience across all
transport nodes

Invest in the
preventitove
maintanance,
make use of AI

Controlled
switches and
ware-out of
rails and
overhead

Research into secure
architectures
addressing integration
of COTS, IT/OT
convergence, , new
transport modes (e.g.
urban mobility, RPAS.

Develop Social
resilience, not just
focusing on technical
systems resilience

Layer 4
Research into how
to address multiple
performance areas
at the same time,
e.g. safety, security,
environment

Research into
safety and
security analysis
of complex
integrated sociotechnical systems

Anticipate,
monitor,
respond &
learn

IoE devices
cybersecurity
analysis

Means to enable
secure sharing of
security incident
information.
Intramode, intermode.

it means that we need a
systemic approach include
the social structures of
systems... including
governance and people's
behaviours.... it is a term
used in other disciplines

Network Resilience
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Improve resilience to external disturbances (e.g.
bad weather, external attacks, etc..) that can
disrupt the mobility system

Passenger health
monitoring

Make sure that
the mobility
systems are
cybersecure

Safe and secure
processes are often
standards driven which is not covered
by research,and
oftenm out of sync
with research

Impact
of AI/ML
solutions

Digitalisation
and
autonmous

More out-of-the-box
innovation
Proposed solution:
-> quick and small
conceptual projects
(not technology driven).

User acceptance is not
enough. We need to work
on the wider 'social
embracement' of new
mobility
innovations/disruptions (AIcentric, data privacy issues,
use of energy, ethics, etc)

address
pandemics
issue on
board a/c

It sometimes is seen
as dual use and
export restricted policies vary by
member state in
some areas

Means required for
the development of
security awareness,
culture at a societal
level required.
Pasengers, staﬀ, 3rd
parties.

Research Infrastructure to
support environmental
friendly aircraft. e.g.
integrating (hybrid electric
& low noise) propulsion
concepts into disruptive
fuselage concepts

Addressed need:
to assess cyber security of
groung and space
communication and navigation
services as well as of UAS
Proposed solution
developing infrastructures to
assess cyber vulnerability of air
vehicles while monitoring safety
and security of ﬂight tests

Layer 5
research about
how to guarantee
safety and
security in case of
REDUCED capacity
(COVID-19)

Addressed need:
real time ﬂight tests enviornment
(ground and air infrastructure) to
ascertain safety and security conditions
of air traﬃc with UAS
Proposed solution
developing dedicated ﬂight test ground
infrastructures (airport better) and
segregated air space, equipped with tools
to monitor safety and security of
operations

Safe and Secure mobility
systems
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Guarantee safe and secure mobility systems in
face of increased capacity
Foster research taking into account the
introduction of disruptive technologies, as well as
new business models

Needs to be better
coordination across
the DG's for better
intermodal
integration

research about
user needs to
create a seamless
travel experience
for everyone

Investigate single
ticketing, or even a
business model for
a single managing
entity, to cover all
stages of a journey,
door to door

New urban design
for new urban
transport such as
drone taxis,
autonomous
vehicles, etc.

Analysis of
working solutions
applications to
diﬀerent types of
transport

This layer can include also
the others. Here the need
could be to eﬃciently share
the lessons learnt from
more advanced domains
(e.g. HF in aviation) and
transfer those into the
other ones (e.g. railway,
maritime)

Diﬀerent modes have
diﬀerent level of maturity
regarding (cyber)security.
Need to characterise and
address to avoid
exploitation of weaknesses
to enter a multimode
network.

Seamless
connections
accross transport
modes, from
travel planning
phase

Can we use
research
infrastructures
in diﬀerent
domains?

need to
integrate the
diﬀerent
transport
modality

Research about how
the access to the
intermodal trasport
may aﬀect people
lifestyle and viceversa

How do you
upgrade old
systems to
achive this

Common level of security
required across modes.
Common or compatible
approaches to security
management, risk
assessment, risk
information sharing
required.

Use cases for test
environment for
multi-modal
transport R&D
(land - air)

integration
of public
and private
services

Reduce door
to door
travel
times

in the case of urban
air mobility (UAM)
seek full integration
of traﬃc, ITS and
communication
systems (today silos)

Intermodal integration
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Eﬃciently integrate diﬀerent transport modes
Ensure progress towards a seamless European
mobility system that meets both passenger needs
and additional capacity requirements
Standardise soutions for integratd Design and
Certiﬁcation

